HONDA CB 1300
RACING EXHAUST SYSTEM

HONDA CB 1300 RACING EXHAUST SYSTEM

DESCRIPTION

The Akrapovic SPORT PRODUCTION exhaust system is the first level in our range of complete
exhaust systems, which totally replace the stock systems. The configuration for the Honda CB
1300 is 4-2-1.
The tubes for Akrapovic SPORT PRODUCTION exhaust systems are made of high-quality stainless
steel, whose polish makes them match the lines of naked bikes beautifully ‡ including the mighty Honda.
The header tubes are cylindrical, as is the link pipe in the case of the Honda. The component parts
are attached to each other through the use of free-floating joints which are secured using high-quality
silicon-shielded tensioning springs.
At the back is the familiar Akrapovic oval-section muffler, held in place using the Akrapovic carbon-fiber
clamp, which is ideally suited to its task of minimizing vibrations and unwanted movement. The outer
sleeve of the muffler is available in either the racing-style black woven pattern of carbon-fiber or the refined satin sheen of titanium. There is no difference in performance between the two materials, nor does
the choice affect the sound. It’s simply a matter of your aesthetic choice of which one fits the lines of the
Honda better. We also pay special attention to guaranteeing the minimal weight of our systems. Therefore all metal parts in the interior of the muffler are made exclusively of titanium. The weight savings of
over 48% over the stock exhaust attests to the quality of the materials and the precision manufacturing
of the system.
Measurements of the Akrapovic SPORT PRODUCTION system on the Honda CB 1300:
• power:
If we achieved a good result with the Slip-On system, then it would be logical to conclude that the results
with the SPORT PRODUCTION system should be even better. With this exhaust system your engine will
offer a full 14 HP more than the stock system, which means that at 8000 rpm the rear wheel will receive
121.3 HP. The shape of the power curve essentially follows the stock curve, but the increased power
puts the curve much higher up on the graph.
If you are looking to tune up the exhaust system of your CB 1300, the Akrapovic SPORT PRODUCTION
system is definitely an excellent choice. The proof lies in the major performance increase, the significant
weight savings and the aesthetic and sonic enhancement offered by a renowned brand name.
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HONDA CB 1300 RACING EXHAUST SYSTEM

SHEMATIC

HONDA CB1300 Complete exhaust system / Racing line, open,
model year 2003-2008
P-39 INNER SLEEVE

Product code: S-H13S3-LC
S-H13S3-LT

P-F2 FLANGE
P-F8 FLANGE

P-HST1AL STICKER
P-MCC2 CARBON CLAMP FOR CARBON OUTER SLEEVE
MUFFLER
P-MCT2 CARBON CLAMP FOR TITANIUM OUTER MUFFLER
SLEEVE

H-H13S2 HEADER TUBE SET

P-S1 SPRING
P-X37 STOPPER FOR CENTRAL STAND (OPTIONAL)

P-HF255 HANGING FITTING ASSEMBLY

M-TCR1 TITANIUM/CARBON OUTER SLEEVE
MUFFLER
M-TTR1 FULL TITANIUM MUFFLER

L-H13S2 LINKPIPE

C-H13S3L COLLECTOR SET
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